Consider a q-ary (n,k) code C which is used for error detection on a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with q inputs and q outputs. We assume that any symbol which is transmitted has a probability (1-£) of being received correctly and a probability c/(q- where "+" denotes the addition defined on GF(q). If the error pattern a is a nonzero codeword in C, then r is also a codeword but "rev. In this case, the decoder assumes that -r is error-free and accepts r as the transmitted codeword [1,2]. As a result, a decoding error is committed. Such an error pattern is said to be undetectable. If a is not a codeword, then r is not a codeword and the decoder would be able to detect the existence of an error. Such an error pattern is called a detectable error pattern. Let Pud ( C,c) denote the probability that the decoder fails to detect the existence of an error. This-probability is called the probability of undetected error for C. This probability is normally used to measure the error detection performance of a code. For a code to be good in error detection, this probability should be small for all c.
Let Cl denote the dual code of C. Let Ai and B be the number of codewords of weight i in C and C 1 respectively. The sets {Ai : 0<i<n} and {B i : 0<i<n} are called the weight distributions (or spectra) of C and C1 respectively [1, 2, 4, 8] . The probability of undetected error for C can be expressed either in terms of the weight distribution of C or in terms of the weight distribution of C1 as follows:
From ( 2) and ( 3), we see that, to compute the exact probability of undetected error for a linear code ( one needs to know either the weight distribution of C or the weight distribution of its dual Cl . Theoretically, we can compute the In this paper we investigate the error detection performance of MDS codes.
First we consider the case for which MDS codes are used only for pure error detection. We will show that all MDS code; are good for error detection. Then we consider the case for which MDS codes are used for simultaneous error correction and error detection. We will study their probability of undetected error after error correction.
Probability of an Undetr 7ted Error for MDS Codes
In this section, we will show that the probability of undetected error for a MDS code satisfies the upper bound q -(n-k) for 0<e<(q-1)/q ,and decreases monotonically as a decreases from (q-1)/q to 0. Hence, the MDS codes are good for error detection. OF POOR QUALITY 6
and Peterson [6] . The expression for A i given by (7) can be rearranged into the following form:
for d< i<n. From ( 2) and ( 8) we can compute the probability P ud (C,e) of undetected error for a MOS code C. However, in the following, we will derive a different expression for P 1, d ( C,$) which is more convenient t o work with.
with A i given by (8) . From ( 2) and ( 9) we see that
Let y = q -1
Then A(X,Y) can be put into the following form [see Appendix A for derivation]:
It follows from (10) and (12) that we have the following expression for Pud(C,c):
For the worst channel condition E = (q-1)/q, we have
Next we will show that Pud (C,e) decreases monotonically as a decreases from (q-1)/q to 0. This is done by examining whether the derivative of Pud(C,E), .
ORIOlNAL PAGE OF POOR QUALITY r e P"I(C,e)
is positive for 0 <E< (q-1)/q. Fran (13), we have From (14), (16) and (17), we conclude that P ud (C,e) for a q-ary (n,k) MDS code sat4sffes the bound q -(n-k) and decreases monotonically as a decreases from (q-1)/q to 0. Hence MD$ codes are good for error detection.
Probability of an Undetected Error after Error Correction for MDS Codes t
Consider a q-ary (n,k) code C with minimum distance d. Let t be a nonnegative integer such that t < d/2. Suppose that code C is used to correct all error patterns with t or fewer symbol errors. Let P ud (C,t,e) denote the probability of undetected error after error correction. An error pattern is undetectable if it is it, a coset of weight t or less but not the coset leader [1,2].
Such an error pattern will cause a decoding error. In this section, we will investigate the error probability Pud (C,t,E) for a MDS code, and will show that Pud (C,t,e) decreases monotonically as a decreases from (q-1)/q to 0. Note that h-0 n where Q h (X) Qh XX R. MacWilliams [16] proved that Q h,t is the number £=0 ' of vectors of weight R in the cosets of weiyht h, excluding the coset leaders. 
+ ik0 ( i ) ( 1-q-)(1-X) -[X+(1+(Y-1)X)Y] (1-Y) (1+YXy) n (22)
From (22), we find that
Qh (X) _ q-(n-k)(1+YX)n(h)Yh n-k-1(n)(1-q-n+k+i)(1-X)n-i i U i .' min(i,h) h-j i n-i i-3 j j umax( ,h+i-n) _ (h)YhXh

Since (23)
we have
It follows from (20) and (24) that Ph(e) _ (PI q-(n-k)Yh-eh(1-e)n-h
in (25) can be rewritten as
where t -N. As a result, Ph (e) can be put into the following form:
Ph(e) _ (h)l q-(n-k)Yh_eh(1-e)n-h min(n-k-l,n-h) n-h e t e + ( t )(Y) (1 -_qc ) tI0 min(n-k-l,n-h) n-h e t + ( R )(Y) (1 tI0 -gE n-h-t )
Rh.R(e)] (28) Y
It is easy to check that P ud (C,e) given by (13) can be obtained from Pud(C,t,e) by setting t=0.
For any t, we can compute the 7robability of undetected error after error correction for a q-ary (n,k) MDS code for (28)• For the worst channel 
Next we will show that P ud (C,t,e) for a MOS code decreases monotonically from Pud(C , t,q-q 1 ) as a decreases from (q-1)/q to 0. From ( 28), we can show [see 
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Consider a q-ary (n,k) NOS code C with minimum distance Let -t be -a-noun gative integer such that t<d/Z. suppose the cue is used to correct t or fewer errors over a DMC with symbol error probability e. Then the probability Pu d (C,t,€) of undetected error W-er decoding for the code decreases monotonically from.
as a decreases from (q-1)/q to 0.
Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the error-detection performance of maximumdistance-separable codes over a discrete memoryless channel with symbol error probability e. We have shown that the probability of undetected error for these codes, no matter for pure error detection or for simultaneous error correction and detection, decreases ;onotonicaliy from the value at the worst channel condition. C = (q-1)/q as a decreases from (q-1) /q to 0. This behavior indicates that maximumdistance-separable codes are r`fective for pure error detection or simultaneous error correction and detection.
APPENDIX A
Derivation of (12} Substituting (8) into (9), we have
Using the equality
we have Using the expression of (26) for P h (E), we obtain
_ gE)n-h-l-tR h ly t_o
From (27) we can rewrite R h,R (e) as follows:
Note that Rh,n-k (c) = 0. Then (B-4) can be rewritten as follows:
From ( 27) and ( B-5) we have that q Rh^t (e) _ Rh^t+1(c) 
h-j 0)(1-Y) J nin(n-k-l,n-1 -t) n-1-t E t gE n-1-t-1 t (B-14) Note that 0 for 0 < t < n-k-t-1 From (B-14) and (B-15), we obtain the expression of (30).
APP ENDIX C .
Proof-of-(33)
For n-k-t<t<min(n-k-1,n-1-t) and 0<j<t-n+k+t, let U (C-1) t9t9^(^) _ (-I)^(n-1^-t)t^)tY)t(1 -gE) n-1-t-t +^(i -Y)t'^ which is simply a term in the double summation of N t (s) given by-(31).
Consequently, min(n-k-1,n-1-t) t-n+k+t N (e) _ UtE) t t=n-k-t i=0 t9t93
W21-1 min(n-k-2,n-2-t) _ E E (Ut,t92t:
Ut,t+1921+1) i=0 t=n-k-t+2i -i9 Ut,min(r-k-19n-1-t),2i(e) (C-2)
whe , -e Lxj denotes the largestinteger not greater than x. In the following, we want to show that, for 0<t<d/2, N t (e)>0. Then, from (30), de Pud(C,t,e) >0'
First, we note that Ut,t,21(0 > 0 (C-3) for 0 < e < Y/q. For n-k-t+2i<1<min(n-k-1,n-1-t) and 0<i<(t-1)/2, we have _ Dt 1+1 2i+lt£) n-1-t-t t-2i , e.. 
